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Abstract. Campus cultural and creative products are not only an important carrier of campus culture and image communication, but also carry out the connotation of campus culture communication with other universities and cities. A small number of well-known colleges and universities can bring their own Intellectual Property (IP) because of their popularity. As for ordinary schools how to enhance the "cultural output" and commercialization by virtue of their own cultural and creative products is an urgent problem. The successful practice of IP commercialization in Forbidden City can provide useful reference. The study innovatively puts forward the idea of "new cultural creation" to empower traditional cultural creation, focusing on the core of cultural and creative IP construction, improving the cycle of cultural creation product chain to stimulate the endogenous power; schools to provide strong basic support; relying on the regional cultural industry to promote the development of cultural creation in colleges and universities is a very good path to choose.

1 Introduction

Since the 21st century, almost every college or university has more or less emerged with cultural and creative products with its own elements, loved by students and alumni. There is a sizable potential market for cultural and creative products in colleges and universities. However, it can not be ignored that most of the university cultural and creative products received low attention and limited profits due to the lack of distinction and recognition in category and creativity as well as modern marketing and communication means. On the other hand, in foreign countries and Taiwan, there is a very mature cultural and creative development model for colleges and universities, and the products have formed a mature commercial operation from positioning, design, production to publicity and sales. Therefore, it is of great practical significance to explore the path of cultural and creative development in colleges and universities.
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2 The reality of the dilemma of cultural creation on college campuses

2.1 Serious convergence of product design ideas
At present, Most of the design and research and development of college are based on the school logo as the carrier, simply combined with other elements, which lacks personality and innovation. Even if there is innovation, most of them are only micro-improvements in appearance. The homogenized design and appearance make consumers aesthetically fatigued, and some surveys show that the purchase rate of campus cultural and creative products, especially the repurchase rate, is not high. This shows that the existing campus cultural and creative products do not make good use of the unique cultural resources and university IP of the campus, and the perennial solidified product style cannot arouse people's expectations for cultural and creative products. Excellent cultural and creative products are not only designed to give consumers a strong sensory and psychological impact, but also to meet consumers' needs for aesthetics, product function experience, and rich spiritual and cultural connotation.

2.2 Uneven development of the various segments of the product chain
Product design and development, production, sales, and after-sales service is a complete product chain, and at present, the development of most campus cultural and creative industries in this chain is uneven. The product design of colleges and universities has been widely emphasized, and the product categories are gradually enriched, but the production and marketing links are relatively weak. From the perspective of production, many cultural and creative products are often designed from platforms like Taobao to find some small factories for OEM production, and the quality of production is difficult to ensure and the cost is high. From the point of view of sales, it is a common phenomenon to use both online and offline channels to sell. However, only selling products in offline cultural and creative stores or passive sales in Taobao stores lacks active, systematic and sustainable promotion, resulting in low attention to products and unable to attract target users.

2.3 Insufficient attention from school authorities
Colleges and universities are the soil for the initial germination and development of campus culture and creativity, and the attention and participation of the university authorities is the key force for the growth of culture and creativity. These weak studios are the sprout of the development of college culture and creativity which need strong support from the university if they want to be bigger and stronger. However, most of the colleges and universities do not pay attention to its development and leave it to fend for itself. Lacking support from universities in terms of policy, funding and management, these studios do not have a long lifespan, and there are few representative cultural and creative companies with a sizable scale and continuous operation. After graduation, there is no good intergenerational inheritance, and the studios set up by students are just standing still, unable to operate commercially on a sustainable basis, and unable to go out of the campus to participate in the broader market competition.

In summary, compared with the flourishing cultural and creative practices in the fields of others, the cultural and creative practices of colleges and universities, which are rich in high-quality talents and historical and cultural precipitates, are far behind their overall strengths in terms of development.
3 Empowering traditional cultural and creative development with "new cultural and creative" ideas

The new cultural creation is a cultural production method centered on IP construction. The concept of the new cultural creation is a solution to the problem (4). This concept gives a good idea to solve the current dilemma faced by the university cultural creation. Wider subject linkage implies the synergistic interaction of designers, producers, sellers and consumers, and the support of schools, local governments, local cultural industries and other related forces can make the looser design, production, sales and users in traditional university cultural creativity become closer, which will help the construction of high-quality IP of university cultural creativity and sustainable commercialization. Combined with the idea of new cultural creation, the study innovatively puts forward the following path model for the development of college cultural creation:

3.1 Improvement of the cultural and creative product chain to stimulate endogenous momentum

The complete product chain of college campus cultural and creative mainly includes four key links: product users, product design, product branding and product sales.

3.1.1 Based on the user profile and clear product positioning

User profiling is an effective tool for outlining target users and linking user requirements to design direction. Each specific information of the user is abstracted into labels, and these labels are used to materialize the user image, so as to provide targeted services for the user.

There are two main categories of main users of campus literature and creativity, one of which is the large number of school students. The number of students enrolled in colleges and universities has reached 38,293,680, including graduate students, general undergraduates, and vocational undergraduates. The gathering of such a large number of people in a limited space means that the development of cultural and creative industries in colleges and universities has some inherent advantages.

The other category is graduating alumni, domestic and foreign small, medium and high school student visiting groups. The number of such consumers is not large, but the social influence is broader, so it is also a group that cannot be ignored. College students are more exploratory in their behavior and more focused on cultural consumption, which is reflected in the fun and cultural expression of the products in the design of cultural and creative products. For the second group of consumers, on the basis of ensuring the fun and cultural expression of the products, more attention should be paid to deepening the emotional connection and highlighting the personality. Only with these design elements can a cultural and creative product create an instant peak experience for users, thus generating positive purchasing behavior.

3.1.2 Cross-boundary derivative design of high-value cultural and creative products

From the previous discussion, it can be seen that the serious homogenization design of college cultural and creative products not only affects the user's sense of experience, but more importantly, does not reflect its due value. Therefore, each university needs to dig deep into its own cultural history, carry out cultural archaeological interpretation and innovation, carry out targeted, compartmentalized cultural grooming and genetic kernel extraction, and
combine university culture and creativity with clothing, food, tourism, and entertainment to carry out secondary cross-border derivation.

3.1.3 Build a cultural and creative brand by drawing on the commercialization practice of the Forbidden City IP

Since the Palace Museum started the Palace Super IP program in 2013, it has become a well-deserved big IP in the field of traditional culture in China. In 2019, the revenue obtained by the Palace through IP construction reached 1.5 billion yuan, a figure that exceeded that of more than 1,500 A-share listed companies in the same year. The cultural creation of the Palace Museum has not only led to the development of the museum's cultural creation, but its practice can provide a useful reference for the creation of cultural creation brands in universities.

3.2 Schools provide strong basic support

At present, university student teams are the main force in the creation, design and operation of cultural and creative products, with little participation from the university. As an important link in the cultural and creative industry chain, colleges and universities should provide strong support for the cultivation of cultural and creative forces, the exploration of cultural and creative academics, and the development of cultural and creative industries. First, relevant departments and organizations should be established to lead the development of cultural and creative industries. Secondly, the school introduces a professional cultural and creative operation team.

3.3 Promotion of cultural and creative industries based on regional cultural industries

As non-profit social and cultural public service organizations, the development of museums and public libraries can be a good reflection of the objective face of a region's cultural undertakings. Take the museum industry in Heilongjiang Province, which ranks 19th in the 2019 China Culture Industry Development Index and Culture Consumption Index Report, as an example:

| Table 1. Main data of the museum industry in Heilongjiang Province. |
|-------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Museum Institutions     | 177   | 191   | 193   | 191   | 183   | 176   |
| Museum employees        | 2872  | 2743  | 2668  | 2691  | 2893  | 2867  |
| Museum visits(10k)      | 1087.76 | 2675.36 | 2217.89 | 2144.40 | 2331.64 | 2201.42 |

(Source: National Statistical Office)

| Table 2. Key data on the national museum sector. |
|-------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Museum Institutions     | 6091  | 5772  | 5452  | 5132  | 4918  | 4721  | 4109 |
| Museum employees        | 125704 | 118913 | 107993 | 107506 | 105079 | 105079 | 93431 |
| Museum visits(10k)      | 74850.45 | 52652.35 | 112225.16 | 104403.58 | 97172.15 | 85061.03 |

(Source: National Statistical Office)
As can be seen from the table above, compared with the overall situation in the country, the backwardness of cultural industry in Heilongjiang can be seen from the museum industry. As far as Heilongjiang is concerned, it is currently a better choice to integrate the development and operation of college cultural and creative products into brand activities such as the Harbin Cultural and Creative Fair, the Harbin Summer Concert, and the Ice and Snow Festival, and build a college cultural and creative brand with regional characteristics.

4 Conclusion

Creative culture in colleges and universities is a product of brand extension of colleges and universities, and is an effective tool to improve the visibility and reputation of a large number of ordinary colleges and universities. The university should give due attention and support to create a unified campus cultural and creative support platform. If a single campus operates independently and there is no communication between campuses, it is bound to be affected by IP dilution, and it is difficult to make a complete industrial chain for campus cultural and creative industries. Starting from regional campus cultural creativity, cultivating a group of incubation enterprises, integrating cultural resources of each school, and forming a comprehensive industrial chain from design company to producer, to sales end and then to communication platform, is the ideal development path for campus cultural creativity industry.
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